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Towards Higher Wages,
Higher Productivity For All
By NTUC Secretary-General Lim Swee Say
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Higher Wages

C15

First, workers expect higher built-in
wage increases due to higher inflation. With
inflation likely to stay at the current level for
awhile, workers are less willing to accept more
moderated built-in wage increases as seen
in the past when inflation was low. We need
to bring up productivity gain to at least 2 per
cent, if not 3 per cent a year, so that there will
be more to share. We also need to re-balance
increases for the built-in component and flexible

Higher Productivity

components to prevent wage stagnation.
Second, businesses must restructure
continuously and faster. The world is changing
fast. Businesses need new capabilities to
survive and grow. Continuous restructuring is
our best bet. We have to sharpen our focus,
move much faster, and pursue relentlessly
our goals to be the “factory-of-the-future” and
“services-of the-future”. Let’s be more futureready than others.
Continued on page

MOS Lawrence Wong Shares
Multiple Pathways In Higher
Education With Unionists
By Nicolette Yeo and Joshua Joseph

M

ultiple pathways in higher education provide more opportunities for success
for young Singaporeans. Minister of State for Defence and Education Mr
Lawrence Wong shared this with some 80 unionists and staff of NTUC at the
NTUC Dialogue with National Leaders on 21 June 2012.
Multiple pathways not only better cater to different learning abilities and
preferences, but also allow more Singaporeans to fulfil their aspirations. There is room
to expand Singapore’s university sector by introducing an applied degree pathway that
has elements, such as cooperative education, which integrates work and study, as well
as professional accreditation for the degrees offered. MOS Wong added that he is also
looking at providing more pathways for working adults to obtain a degree.
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Fairer Sharing
Of Gains

E

verywhere in the world, workers want higher
wages, employers want lower business
costs. Having both is only possible with
higher productivity and fairer sharing of gains.
But this is not easily done.
In Greece, wages have gone up faster than
productivity. The country is now in a deep recession.
Unemployment rate exceeds 20 per cent. Youth
unemployment rate is close to 40 per cent.
In the United States, it is the opposite. After
adjusting for inflation, median wages grew by just
11 per cent from 1973 to 2011, much lower than
productivity gain of 80 per cent. Wage stagnation
at the middle coupled with high unemployment has
led to the recent Occupy Movement and the cries
of “99 per cent versus 1 per cent”.
There are some lessons we can draw
from these countries. High wage increases
not supported by productivity gains will lead to
high unemployment. On the other hand, high
productivity gains without a fair sharing of gains will
lead to unease and unrest.
For Singapore, wages and productivity are
much better linked. Between 2000 and 2011,
labour productivity grew by an average of 1.7
per cent annually while wages went up by 1.6
per cent a year after offsetting for inflation. We
have improved wages, stayed competitive, kept
unemployment low and maintained industrial
peace. To do better, we have major challenges to
overcome.
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Towards Higher Wages, Higher Productivity For All
Third, we must create opportunities at all
levels for all Singaporeans. We need quality
growth and exciting jobs to meet the aspiration
of a workforce that is more qualified, ambitious
and entrepreneurial.
To be inclusive, we must also re-develop
low-end jobs and low-productivity sectors. The
Government has done much in topping up the
salary and CPF savings of low-wage workers,
offering generous training grants, allowances
and incentives. It will continue to do more,
spend more and invest more. But we can only
truly succeed in this endeavour, if employers,
unions, businesses and members of the public
all come together to do our part for the lowwage workers.
Businesses should adopt best-sourcing,
not cheap-sourcing.
Employers should upgrade
skills and jobs, not just rely
on more foreign workers.
Unions should mobilise
workers to work smart, not
just work hard. Consumers
should pay the right price
so that workers can be paid
more decent wages.
Above all, our public
can help much, by not
littering in housing estates
and public places; by
helping to clear up after
meals at hawker centres;
by saying “thank you”
to our cleaners, retail
assistants, security guards;

and by showing our friendliness, respect and
encouragement to these workers. Remember,
they have their dignity and pride too.
Some people do not see any scope
for improving the productivity of low-wage
workers. I beg to differ.
In hospitality, a hotel receptionist who
previously earned $1,200 a month, improved
his skills in housekeeping and F&B. As a worker
with three skills, he could be deployed more
flexibly by the hotel, and received a wage
increase of 50 per cent.
In retail, NTUC FairPrice upgraded service
quality and productivity. With more productivity
gains to share, lower wage workers enjoyed a
built-in wage increase of up to 15.8 per cent.
In manufacturing, workers in a food factory

learnt to operate a packing machine instead of
doing the work manually. Their wages went up
by more than 10 per cent.
In security, with new tools and technology,
a security firm now offers staff the flexibility to
either work fewer days with the same pay, or
work the same number of days with more pay.
In cleaning, with labour-saving devices,
2,000 conservancy cleaners outsourced by PAP
town councils now earn at least $1,000, with
more improvements to come.
These are not isolated examples. Under
the Inclusive Growth Programme (IGP)
spearheaded by the NTUC’s Employment
and Employability Institute (e2i), thousands
of workers in hundreds of companies have
upgraded their skills, enhanced their productivity
and increased their wages. By 2015, IGP alone
will reach out to 100,000 workers.
In a world of global unemployment, higher
wages and higher productivity for all will not
come easy. But if we all care enough to make it
happen, it can be done. And with that, we can
build a better Singapore for all.

The Pleasure Is Mine

CIEU IRO Fong Serves Workers And The Community
By Vanessa Teo

N

ot only does he serve the workers of
Singapore and protect their rights, this
Chemical Industries Employees’ Union
(CIEU) Industrial Relations Officer (IRO)
also voluntarily serves the Singapore community
during his own personal time.
Mr Fong Yoong Kheong has been involved
in grassroots work for about five years
now, beginning from his involvement with
the People’s Association Youth Movement
(PAYM) through the Eunos Community Club
Youth Executive Committee. He then joined
the Residents’ Committee, Community
Club Management Committee and Citizens’
Consultative Committee subsequently.
With his outstanding contributions to the
community and the PAYM, he was recently
awarded the PAYM Individual Youth Award
(Meritorious) which he felt was only possible
with the support of many individuals.
Mr Fong said: “I want to thanks PAYM
for providing the platform for me to serve my
community, and fellow grassroots leaders and
volunteers for their guidance and sharing. Of
course, I also want to thank my family and
friends for their encouragement and support,

CIEU Industrial Relations Officer Fong Yoong Kheong (right) does
the Labour Movement proud and is conferred the PAYM Individual
Youth Award (Meritorious).

as well as my fellow NTUC colleagues for
swopping Saturday duties with me when I need
to be present at certain events.”
Being with the Labour Movement has
added value to Mr Fong’s grassroots service
experience, where he is able to apply the
knowledge he learns on the job to his
volunteering experience. “I am thankful that both
my career and volunteering are similar in a way
where both revolve around helping people. In a

way, the experience gained via volunteering at
grassroots has helped me in my career, and the
knowledge and skill sets that I’ve gained from
my career with NTUC has also helped me inject
new ideas into my grassroots volunteering as
well,” shared Mr Fong.
Having served in the Labour Movement for
slightly more than a year now since he joined
in March 2011, Mr Fong is still learning new
things every day and finds satisfaction in being
able to make a difference. He added: “I was
looking for a people-oriented career as the most
challenging and exciting careers are always
those that deal with people. I also took into
consideration the factors that would keep one in
the job when the going gets tough, and one key
factor is the social mission of the job - that is,
being able to help other people.
“In considering various options, I found
that NTUC gave me an image of a vibrant and
energetic organisation and that was how I joined
the Labour Movement as an IRO. And as an
IRO, I find myself constantly learning from my
peers and union leaders, and I derive from being
able to make a difference.”
Mr Fong has indeed done the Labour
Movement proud, by not only using his heart
to serve workers but also the Singapore
community at large.
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In A Caring Leader’s Name
By Naseema Banu Maideen

H

e was passionate about the education of
his members’ children. This caring spirit of
Mr Murugesan Sanjivanathan led him to
be one of the members in the team that
initiated the Union of Security Employees (USE)
bursary awards in 2009. It was in the name of
the late Mr Sanjivanathan, who was also known
as Sanji, that USE’s Scholarship Awards were
presented to members’ children this year.
USE President N Silva said: “Even though
Brother Sanji is no longer with us today, we value
his contributions and service to the union for
13 years. He has served in key positions and
was serving as our General Secretary when he
passed away due to illness.
“Among other causes that he championed,
he strongly believed that no children should
be deprived of a good education because
of financial difficulties. Through the M Sanji
Scholarship Awards, which will be a yearly award
in USE from now on, we hope to remember his
contributions and inspire these children to do well
for their future.”

“

The union will continue to provide
attention to low-income families in
our programmes moving forward as no
members should be left behind as the
nation progresses.”
USE M Sanji Scholarship and Bursary Awards 2012
Chairman Hareenderpal Singh

The union gave out $16,000 worth of
bursaries and M Sanji Scholarship awards to 90
deserving members’ children; this is a 30 per
cent increase from last year’s $12,000. NTUC’s
Unit for Contract and Casual Workers (UCCW)
Director Zainal Sapari was Guest-of-Honour at
the event held on 9 June 2012 at NTUC Centre.
Among the special guests were management
partners of Fairmont Singapore, who had
contributed to the M Sanji Scholarship Awards.
Said Fairmont Singapore’s Director of Human
Resources Magdalene Tai: “He was very
dedicated to his cause as a union leader, and in
his role as security supervisor. We have to come
forward to donate to this cause, firstly, because it
is a very good cause, and secondly, as a form of
respect to our late Sanji.”

The first batch of members' children received the USE M Sanji Scholarship Awards on 9 June 2012.

Sacrifices For The Future
In his address at the event, Mr Zainal
mentioned: “It is never easy working as a
security officer in Singapore, you have to endure
long working hours and sometimes having to
work many days continuously before you enjoy
a day’s off with your family.” These words were
also recollections of his father’s sacrifices for
the family when his siblings and he were still in
school.
Mr Zainal’s father juggled three jobs to raise
his family. He was a daily-rated employee in the

then Public Works Department. He also worked
as a conservancy cleaner as well as a security
officer. “That was the reality of life then,” shared
Mr Zainal and he reminded these children that
only by doing well in their studies can they make
such sacrifices of their parents more worthwhile.
“It is really up to them (the children) to
determine the kind of future that they can have.
Parents and union can support in terms of
making the journey easier but, at the end of
the day, it is them who can set the goals and
motivate themselves,” he said.

Taking Care Of Welfare On All Counts
Before she embarks on every semester at the National University of Singapore, Miss Lyana
Khairunnisa Masodi, 21, would need to purchase books that cost up to at least $200. The third
year-student who is pursuing English Literature said these costs over the past two years have
been taken care of by the Union of Security Employers (USE) bursary awards. This year, she
received the M Sanji Scholarship award worth $700.
“My parents give all the money from the scholarship to me and that is how I manage the
expenses for school. My brother, Omar Shiddiq, who is studying Interior Design in Singapore
Polytechnic, received this additional assistance this year too. We are both very thankful for this,”
said the budding teacher.
Others, like Miss Lyana, who were present that day, also had a chance to be better informed
about the Community Health Assist Scheme (CHAS) from the Agency for Integrated Care (AIC).
CHAS is one of the Ministry of Health’s programmes to help provide accessible and affordable
primary care to Singaporeans. Under CHAS, patients receive subsidised outpatient medical
treatments for acute and chronic conditions as well as basic dental services at GPs and dental
clinics near their homes.
USE brought this information closer to its members in a bid to create more awareness on the
various community welfare schemes. Members’ children also had a chance to learn about what
being a nEbO member can mean to them.

Fairprice Shares Expertise On Food Procurement

T

he Labour Movement will play a part
in achieving a food system structure
that provides lasting food security to
the Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation
Policy (APEC) member economies. NTUC
FairPrice Co-operative Limited Managing
Director (Group Purchasing, Merchandising and
International Trading) Tng Ah Yiam (pictured) has
been appointed as one of the three Singapore
representatives on the APEC Policy Partnership
on Food Security (PPFS) committee for a threeyear term.
The PPFS is the primary mechanism APEC uses to address food
security policy concerns and to oversee all issues related to and

affecting food security, and this appointment will allow NTUC FairPrice
to exchange pointers with regional food companies on a wide range of
issues.
Mr Tng said: "I am honoured to represent Singapore and NTUC
FairPrice to participate in the APEC PPFS. With years of experience in
procurement, I am able to contribute fully to this platform and at the
same time network with 20 other APEC representatives in both the
government and private sectors. Food security is always a key concern
to Singapore as 95 per cent of the food products are imported.
Through this platform, I hope to take this opportunity to open up more
channels of supply and secure more food sources.”
Recommendations from the PPFS will be made directly to APEC
governments, civil society institutions, the private sector and relevant
international and finance institutions.
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Educating Workers Of Tomorrow,
Upgrading Workers Of Today

(From left): NTUC President Diana Chia, Minister of State for Education and Defence Lawrence Wong and NTUC Secretary-General Lim Swee Say.

At the Dialogue with National Leaders on 21 June 2012, many hot button issues were posed
to Minister of State for Education and Defence Lawrence Wong and the panel including
NTUC Secretary-General Lim Swee Say and NTUC President Diana Chia, ranging from the
upgrading opportunities for unionists to foreign students in universities and other more
general education issues. Here are the key highlights.
Facilitating Tertiary Education For Unionists

“

For union leaders, there is the ULTRA award, the union
leadership award given by NTUC…If you want to go to
UniSIM today, you need A-Levels. If you enroll in our Diploma
in Employer Relations programme, which is run jointly with
UniSIM, they recognise it; so if you missed out on A-Levels,
no issue, you can come through our Diploma programme and
get admitted. So that support from NTUC is there in terms of
providing that bridge and ladder to tertiary education as well
as funding support under the ULTRA award.”
S Thiagarajan, Ong Teng Cheong Labour Leadership Institute Director

Focusing On Competencies And Skills

“

What is important is that we should get away from this
mindset about chasing after a degree. It is not about a
piece of paper, it is about skills, it is about real competencies,
and pursuing a degree is meant to help you have these
competencies and skills…Go for quality education, go for
building skills and competencies, and at the end of the day,
if you have that, your employer will recognise you, your
employer will reward you...”
“I think we also need to get employers to change their
mindsets too. Because I think employers, far too often, rely on
that piece of paper as a way of deciding between employees
– ‘You got a degree so you’re better; you got a piece of
paper; you’re better’. But that’s wrong, I think they should
look at competencies and actual work performance, and if
employers do that, then really it is not so much whether you
have a degree or don’t have a degree. If you are a Polytechnic
graduate, for example, but you do well, work hard and have
real skills, you perform well on the job, then, in fact, your
promotion should be faster than a degree graduate.”
Minister of State for Education and Defence Lawrence Wong

Meeting The Demands Of The Job Market

“

There are industries that need more people, and I think
you all know which are the ones. We need more nurses,
we need more social workers, we need more pre-school
teachers…these are niche areas where we will need a lot more
graduates. We also need more engineers; we just are not able
to get enough engineers.”
Minister of State for Education and Defence Lawrence Wong

Higher Education Opportunities For Allied
Health Professionals

“

We already have physiotherapy and occupational
therapy degree programmes at SIT (Singapore Institute
of Technology) …I think there is scope to increase. Maybe
over time, SIT will develop its expertise to do its own degrees
(in allied health) because it is clearly an area where there are
future needs.”
Minister of State for Education and Defence Lawrence Wong

dialoguewithnationalleaders • workingfor

Polytechnic Admission Requirement For
Experienced Nurses

“

I have also asked them (the people who are training
nurses in the Polytechnic), for a person with experience,
why can’t you make it easier for them to go for higher learning?
They shared with me the experience that when they lowered the
grade, they find that some of the students have difficulty coping
with the learning subjects, and all that. Some of them are good
at practical, but when you put them in Nanyang Polytechnic
where they have to do academic courses and all that, they are
weak in those, so that’s the reason for some standards to be
set. Having said this, I think we should go for the cooperative
kind of training, because there are some people who are very
good at practical, so then they can be practical, and at the
same time, go for courses so that it reinforces them.”

“

NTUC President Diana Chia

We are starting to shift this (Polytechnic admission
criteria for experienced nurses)…I think, in particular
for programmes which are very hands on, which are
professionally-oriented, if you have relevant work experience,
you can use that for admissions; then actually with the
academic criteria, you can be a bit more flexible.”
Minister of State for Education and Defence Lawrence Wong

The Need For More Engineers

“

We need to do more (to get young people to take up
engineering). We are trying to do more at the different
levels, not just at University, (also) at the ITEs and Polytechnics
so that you make it very attractive for somebody coming to ITE,
somebody coming to Polytechnic. (We need to) work with the
industry, work with companies, make sure that they have an
education that is very relevant, very interesting, and then they
(can) get good jobs after that.”
“It’s starting to pay some dividends. You see the Marine
sector for example – Sembcorp, Keppel, they need very
good Marine Engineers and Marine Technicians...So they
have been working very hard, very closely with ITEs and
Polytechnics to get more students to come into this sector
with scholarships, with on-job training, and all sorts of
schemes, and I think we can do similarly for other sectors
like the Power sector and other critical sectors that need
Technicians and Engineers.”

Foreign Students In Universities

“

In the past, we had to rely on scholarships to attract
international students, and attract very good international
students so that they also can add diversity, add to the
learning environment in our own institutions.…they stay on and
contribute to the workforce; so it is positive for us, a plus for us.
Our universities now have gained an international reputation…
over time, I think we can reduce the number of scholarships.”
“We should not shrink our international students until it
becomes very small (compared to other universities in the
world)…then I think Singaporeans will be the worse off for
it. Our university reputation will drop and we will all suffer…
What we need to do more of – which we have been trying
harder - is to do better in terms of integration…help them (our
international students) to integrate better in the campus.”

Minister of State for Education and Defence Lawrence Wong

Ensuring A Quality Education

“

At the end of the day…teachers are most important.
To reduce class size you need more teachers. But if
you expand the number of teachers and you don’t take into
account quality, I think it will be worse. “
“So as we expand, we want to make sure that we take good
graduates and we maintain our quality of graduates and….
we get teachers who really have a heart for teaching because
that’s still the most important.”
Minister of State for Education and Defence Lawrence Wong

Minister of State for Education and Defence Lawrence Wong

Maintaining A Quality Education System

“

While it is a competitive system, but it is also a system
that produces high quality, and when your child goes
through that system, you know they are prepared for the
future. They are prepared for a future, which is actually going
to be much more competitive, because the future workplace is
not just us in Singapore, but also us competing with countries
all over the world. So it’s a real tension and it’s a constant
challenge for us to keep our system high-quality – how to
maintain the quality, but also how to reduce the stress and
how to manage the concerns and anxieties, which I know are
very real amongst many parents.”
Minister of State for Education and Defence Lawrence Wong

A Passion To Achieve Continued Growth

“

It is certainly a very complex education system, but
I’m glad that you are actually doing many prompts to
assist us and make sure that we actually can grow to our
fullest potential. I think what’s important is actually finding our
passion, what we want. And it will be good if the teacher can
also help the students to find their passion so that they can
continue to grow.”
NTUC President Diana Chia
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SISEU

U Are The Union’s Responsibility

Story and pictures by Vanessa Teo

A

union’s role was once again affirmed
at the Singapore Industrial & Services
Employees’ Union (SISEU) Scholarship
and Bursary Awards ceremony on
16 June 2012, with Guest-Of-Honour NTUC
Deputy Secretary-General and SISEU Executive
Secretary Ong Ye Kung explaining the
responsibility of a union.

“

The award given out is very
encouraging for the child,
and my daughter looks forward to
applying for the scholarship every
year. I have been a SISEU member
for many years now, and SISEU
has been doing a great job. I hope
that they can keep it up.”
SISEU member Joan Wong (top right)
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“

SISEU is glad to be able to make a
positive difference in our members
and their children’s lives.”
NTUC Deputy Secretary-General and SISEU Executive
Secretary Ong Ye Kung

Said DSG Ong: “As an effective and good
union, we always must remember we got two
responsibilities. One responsibility is that we
must always take care of the welfare of
our members. So, when our members
have problems at the workplace, we
must stand up and speak up for them.
The other responsibility is to make sure
our members form a good workforce,
and contribute to the company they
work in.”
And with SISEU members and
other workers working hard in their
jobs and contributing positively to their
companies, Singapore has enjoyed
a stable economy which has made
it possible for the union to help its
members’ children in their studies. This
year, SISEU gave out a total of 380
awards amounting to $70,700 to reward
and assist children in their studies.
At the ceremony, DSG Ong also
made it a point to thank three groups of
people who made the award ceremony
possible. He said: “Firstly, I want to thank the
organisers… thank you very much for organising
everything. Secondly, we need to thank NTUC…
one of the big benefits of being connected
with NTUC is that NTUC will raise funds every
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year…. So all this money is raise centrally by
NTUC, and donated by many good companies
around Singapore. They are not here today, but
nevertheless let us show our appreciation to
NTUC and all the donors.
“Third thing is I want to thank all of you,
the students and the parents for attending
and for supporting SISEU. All your parents are
members of SISEU, and we want to thank them
for supporting SISEU and keeping faith with it,
and being a part of the big family.”

“

Thank you SISEU. This is the
third year I have been applying
for the bursary award for my children,
and this year they received $300
each. I really appreciate their help and
support, and that’s why I continued
being a union member for this long.”
SISEU member Sarena Selamat (in red dress)
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We Couldn’t Have Run This Far…
…Without You

Runners In A Social
Media ‘Race’
To create awareness of Run 350 in a fun and
engaging way, Young NTUC also tapped on
the social media platform and organised a
‘Run 350 PhotoBooth Facebook Competition’.
A special booth was set up at the marathon
venue, and runners were invited to have
their pictures captured behind a customised
Run350 photoframe. They can then post their
pictures on their own Facebook profile to join
in the competition, which can then generate
awareness among their peers. This was part of
Young NTUC’s efforts to reach out to more to
bring across the green message.

By Vanessa Teo
Pictures by TYN 20/20

W

ho would have thought that that a marathon starting with only 1,000 people
could grow to a massive number of 10,000 participants in its third run? Well,
the stakeholders, partners and sponsors of Run 350 did, and it’s with their
concerted efforts was Run 350 able to scale new heights.
Thus, on 31 May 2012, Young NTUC held a ‘Run 350 Appreciation Night’ to thank
those who have contributed to the success of Run 350. Said Young NTUC Executive
Secretary Steve Tan: “From a little dream, we have grown the sapling of Run 350 that
much bigger today. When Young NTUC was first introduced to the global 350 movement
by Wilson from ECO Singapore, we immediately saw the resonance this cause had with
youths in Singapore. We created the 350 Singapore chapter to centrally coordinate all our
environmentally-related programmes and activities…
“Run 350 is set to grow bigger and more significant in the years to come. Our dreams
are nurtured by our strong supporter NTUC Income whose CEO Tan Suee Chieh, a man
of extraordinary vision and drive, has made Run 350 the largest and best environmental
run in Singapore today. We thank you all for running these years with us, and hang
around for more.”
Guests at the event enjoyed a fun-filled night, reminiscing the Run 350 journey through
a video highlight as well as learning on the making on Run 350. Tokens of appreciation
were also given out to official and supporting partners to thank them for their cooperation.

The winners of the competition are
as follows:
Most Fun and Creative Shot: Fadzil Hassan
Most Green and Eco Shot: Wenli Rachel
Most Fun Group Shot: Eugene Tan, Bladen
Ng, Darren Lim, Seah Chang Yeang, Chee Wei
Liang and Varuna Ng.

Fadzil Hassan

NTUC Income
Insurance CEO Tan
Suee Chieh (left)
and Young NTUC
Executive Secretary
Steve Tan (right)
appreciates partners
for their support.

“
“

Wenli Rachel

NTUC Income's support for Run 350 reflects our broader goal of supporting
youth initiatives and aspirations in Singapore. As a global eco-run event,
Run 350 is gaining stronger public interest in Singapore, as evident by the
tremendous increase in participation over the last two years… Congratulations
to Young NTUC for putting together an excellent event in 2012. We look forward
to continuing this collaboration as we endeavour to make this event bigger and
better and in so doing, make a positive impact on the environment."
NTUC Income Insurance Co-operative Limited Chief Executive Officer Tan Suee Chieh

We wanted to be part of history in the making: a run that treads lightly on
our Earth. Next time? A run that embraces our Earth!”

ECO Singapore representative Tan Yi Han

First row, wearing spectacles: Bladen Ng and Varuna Ng.
Second row from left: Chee Wei Liang, Eugene Tan, Darren Lim and
Seah Chang Yeang.

ᐋ̤ᄝᕱੜ
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ඇ͕৻ࣸԩᤀ
ᐋ͗տᎷ˝ᐋ͗տ ܘຊ˿
ʶᮉ̠̽ᬱ̾ઇધᄉள͕৻ὀᒬ
ࣱతᒯతὋї௦ᐋ͗տ
ڙᐋγϣՋͺᇪூʽᄉ̤ᄝᕱੜ
᠓ྫྷὋࡂԺ̙థᄉٿ੭ ǌԜὋᤇ
ዜ͕৻ඇ˓తԵథʶὋᏪဗڙᐋ
͗տඇʶܸᦏԺ̙ԩ͕৻Ὑణͯ๖
ЊԀԺጌܲʶυᄉ߹৻ሤѫǌ
 ᤇᮉ͕৻ڙత͊धݼˀ͗տᎷᄉ
6Ҧ᧙าҮӨՎࣸՐὋࡂʶᄯࣸԩ
ᐋ͗տᄉᤀǌᒯᄫґ˝ൢὋᤇ
ᮉ࿗ྱᄉ͕৻ὋࣂࣞүՏ͗տ
ᄴʽРʹЊǌ
 ౣတᖈ௦߹ڙᔳೃ˖ॶ̤ᄝᕱੜ
᠓ྫྷᄉʶՏ͗տǌݜឬὙ
þ̾ґὋੇፂ
࣡యय़ඇ˓తᄉኃʶ˓య̤ٽ
ᄝᕱੜ᠓˻ᖸШᛩЌֵǌဗ͉ڙੇڙ
ʹʶܸᦏԺ̠ࠑ˝ڙ᠓˻ॸᭉֵᄉ

ᐋ͗տౣတᖈʼڎὈ̤ڙᄝᕱੜ᠓ྫྷௐὋࠪඇᄉٿ੭ᛪᇧᤀǌ

 ᐋ γ ϣ Ջ ͺ ᇪ ҝ ᜆ ᳩ ᛡ ള
ૈѢὙ
þᐋ̤ᄝᕱੜ֖ᐋ͗տᎷ
ڙü6Ҧ᧙ýาҮయᫍԦ˿ॡ
ݝᄉӨՎͺၸǌ߹৻ሤѫፋ̀͗
տᄉٿ੭ைڙᤴለᐋ͗տǌ͕৻
ᒬࣱతѢՐὋᐋ͗տԥ
ःབཉὋੇ͂ԩҁॡܷᄉᴁᓁὀͺ˝
ᇪ͗͌ˉὋᐋγϣՋͺᇪҦ́Ԩ
˝Кͳᐋ͗տᄉᯪᤤγϣ͖ͦǌ
̤ᄝᕱੜ˶࠱ፘ፝ѢఝܲӨү͗
տᄉѲὋࢽ͂ੇڌˀ͗տᄉՋͺС
ጆǌÿ

ՎௐὋ̾ᐋ৻ຸӴጌሤఝܲ߹৻ሤ
ѫǌÿ
 ᐋ˖ܼށտ͗տԢγᬖˉᬷ
տᐎՋ͗͗᫁ృڍӧᛪᇧὙ
þፘ፝ࣞ

ʿၸ̅ֆ̃ˬᴓ͕৻ǋ˃ˉ͕৻ǋ
ౝ͕৻ԢФ̴Χᩘǌᬃ్͇ࣛˀ్
൛ǌᤀ̝˙आ˿ᝌសৰǌល᫇ႂ
ពὙǌ͕৻Եᬌᐋ͗տǌ

үࢹԣᄹጊᕲӉ᭣࣡᧗᜵Ὃ࠾Фࣞү
ͯஅЙࠑऐఝ௦҈ʿࠓᎀǌڙӝᕱ
ʼᄉௐ҈ὋੇॡᰳТ̤ᄝᕱੜ᧓Ԩ
˿ःࠪଏஶǌÿ

ᐋࣶˬچ

۱Шឳ˹᮲චΧᤈ̝ߔСጆ

ᐋࣶˬچᄉߦߔ͂థᡙᄉឳาҮὋ۱Шឳᄉ˷ݝǌ

 ߔ ߦ ڙᄉ  ᫁  ር ˖Ὃ ឳ
ੵ᧗᜵ᄉᝇᓣǌᐋ͕ Їߥउ ᝢ
ԺᤇʶཁὋځࣱ̬ڙऎᄉ᧗ ཁา
Үþ,JE[JO$IBSHFÿ˖Ὃ࠱˞ᮤډ
ፈᅋþТឳÿὋ̾యଡᰳྗආ̝
ࠪЇቧయឳᄉᝢខὋࣲ˿ᝌឳ
௦ЇቧК᭦Ԧࡘᄉ۲ᆨǌ
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 ࣱ̬ᄉ,JE[JO$IBSHFาҮˀ
Ջͺᇪܷᐎ$PPQBMJDJPV[Ὀʶ
ᡐˠᛠὋࣲၿளҪڸՋͺᇪᐎՋ͗ˠ
ҨǌᤇᮉาҮխल˿ܷጝՏᐋ
ࣶˬچᄉߥቧԢФࠑ᫁ᐐᬶڙໜ๑
ڴ܀ὋРՎࡘधþܷ᮲ÿᄉឳา
ҮὋ੩ᆠ˿Ԋᄉጡेǌ

 ڙൣयาҮ˧ґὋКࡳᄉᐋࣶ
ˬࣂࡂچፂधݼˠҨʶጆѴབᢵา
ҮὋ۱Шߦߔ͂ࠪឳᄉТᡙὋՎௐ
༎Ԧ̴͂ࠪߥᄉབৰὋၴᒯᴁҴ̴
͂˝࠴࠴ͺࠑǌ
 ӇฦӑᛣὋܷྠ˧Ձ
ᄉᐋࣶˬچΦ௦ጷጺབᢵาҮᄉ
˖ॶ˧ʶǌឞࣶˬࣱ̅چత
ᥘឯ˿ఴڠ३ݑͺࠑ1BVMJOF-PI
ˀ˖ॶᄉߥቧ͂ʶᡐឳݜᄉԤឥ
ᗂͺǌၿࣶ̅ˬچᄉߥቧ͂ˀͺࠑ
1BVMJOF-PI̝ᤂ˿ʿ࠵Ὃ̴͂ڙาҮ
Րጬጬឯͺࠑ˹ڙఴʼኣՏ႐এǌ
 Ӈฦࣶˬچಢ᫁ጩҪဘၲᝢ˝Ὃ
ឳ ʿͭᑞ༎Ԧߦߔ བྕߥὋᤆ
ԺΧᤈ̝ߔСጆǌݜឬὙ
þߦߔߥ˷
ឳௐˬڙФ˖ǌФࠃὋ̴͂ʿൢ௦
ឳ̂Ὃ˹˖ᄉஓᐱЮࠓ˶Ժ̾ः
ၸڙၶาᄉՉ˓ழ᭦ὋΒݟၶาᑞ
ኍĀځὋੇ͂࣎భྗආύၿᤇา
Ү˿ᝌҁߦߔ̴֖̠ʶᡐឳԺ̾त
በᐎጆὋፂᰍຆ҈ᬱঃǌӬ࿗ឳ௦

  ੇ͂࣎భྗආ
ύၿᤇาҮ˿ᝌҁ
ߦߔ̴֖̠ʶᡐឳ
Ժ̾तበᐎጆὋፂᰍ
ຆ҈ᬱঃǌӬ࿗ឳ
௦ʿ ͗ థᤇ ሗ ͳ ᰍ
ᄉǌ
úӇฦࣶˬچಢ᫁
ጩҪဘၲ

ʿ͗థᤇሗͳᰍᄉǌÿ
 థʶՏࠑ᫁ౣܢݘᛪᇧὙ
þˠҨᤇ
ዜาҮॡݝὋॡխल̠Ὃ͂ߔߦ˝ځ
ᑞܲଋᝎ˹ఴǌੇࣂф߿᜵֖ੇᄉߦ
ߔʶՎឳὋ˝ځᤇᄉᆷ௦ʶᮉ͕
ᄉ̝ߔาҮǌÿ
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ளҪڸՋͺᇪ

ளҪڸՋͺᇪ

ʹ̠ܷᐎ
  ளҪڸՋͺᇪ
ణ ᧗᜵ ˧  ܪ௦ Ф ᇪ
͗͌ˉഴयХథၶߚ
বǋԺ፝ব֖Ժᛠ
বǌ̴͂ʿ̨̾Ѹᤴ
ѽ˝ᄫᄉὋᏪ௦ڙ
ᖌ ѽ ᄉՎ ௐ ઁ ᄜѽ
ٿᯟፋܷ͔֖͗տὋ
ࡘ ဗ Ѣ᭣ ࣡ु ܷ ᄉ
ᇪ͗Њገǌ
úᇪ͗Ԧࡘǋ᭞ࣱԢ
ͳᐱஊҫᦉֺ᫁ᕹတ
ࢺᡐὈளҪڸՋͺᇪᐎՋ͗ᜆի·˟Ԣᇪ͗Ԧࡘǋ᭞ࣱԢͳᐱᦉஊҫᦉֺ᫁ᕹတǋՋͺᇪᐎՋ͗˞ࣝᬇఄនǋᬇࣻ༰ፑǋᐋࣰ͈Ջͺ
ᇪᜆ៘ϣࣰὋРՎ˞˝ጡএՋͺᇪᤁҮԦᛠᄉᥪᇽ֖ᯪᄉԦ࣊̀यǌ

ࣱతὋРథʹ̠
ԟҪ˿ڙໜ๑ڴ܀ˠҨᄉþՋͺᇪܷ
ᐎÿ$PPQBMJDJPV[ὈาҮὋʶᡐ
ࣻᇶᐎՋڍڍᬄՋͺᇪࣱǌᤇ
௦ளҪڸథԽ̾ణܲՋͺᇪ͗տǋ
ᐋտԢФࠑ̠ᄉᐐ͗ǌᬇࣻ༰ፑ˶
̝˙ဗ˝ڣาҮ˞ध࣪ǌ
 ˠҨᤇาҮὋைࣞڙүМ͔ᝢ
ខՋͺᇪᤁҮᄉᇪ͗ॕֽҦǌᄫґὋ
ளҪڸඇʻ̠˧˖ࡂథʶ̠௦Ջͺᇪ
͗տǌ
 ܷᐎὋளҪڸՋͺᇪᐎՋ
͗ ጷ ጺ˿ݝі˓าҮࡘᇧளҪڸՋ
ͺᇪᄉڃፆǌФ˖ʶᮉาҮ௦ᇪ͗Ԧ
ࡘǋ᭞ࣱˀͳᐱஊҫᦉֺ᫁ᕹတὋࣛ
ᮖ̠ஜ ͔ܲᄉՋ ͺᇪ տǋᐋտԢ
Фࠑ࡚ᴎܥబឳὋѸʽణܲՋͺᇪ

տǋᐋտԢФࠑ̠РՎబឳᄉளҪڸ
ጡेǌॆܸРథՏ˝̠ྗᏧԢФ
ߔڙݘဗڣబឳᔙலӯܢᄉǑ᭐ᮏ߬
ᙫǒ̂ǌ

ᐋՋͺᇪ᫄ᏣЏᣜ
 ᡑþՋͺᇪܷᐎÿᄉˠᛠὋ˞Ҩ
ழ˶߶ଅᬇࣻ༰ፑ˝ᯪጡএՋ
ͺᇪᤁҮԦᛠᄉளᥪᇽ֖ᯪˠ
ᛠԦ࣊̀यǌᥪᇽ֖ᯪᄉᛪ
ဗѢࣱὋளҪڸՋͺᇪᇪ͗͌ˉ
ʹݟᡐः̶ॆௐᄉᇪ͗ាᮤǌ
 ʶጆѴ̊षᬌ᧙ԦᛠᄉᥪᇽὋࡘ
ဗՋͺᇪڙՉ˓ൿቡበᄉ᧖ርᆿǌ
Ф˖ʶ൛௦థСࣱᐋþࢹ
ᤁᄉဗ̼Ӑÿएៀ͗ὋಕংᅋᐋՋ
ͺᇪᄉភၶǌ
Տ˝̠ྗᏧԢФߔڙݘþՋͺᇪܷᐎÿʼʶᡐԟҪឳาҮǌ

 ளҪڸՋͺᇪᐎՋ͗˞ࣝᬇఄន
ᛪᇧὙ
þࣱˠᛠüဗ̼Ӑएៀ͗ý
ՐὋᐋࢹ͗ф߿ڙˀᠪழៀѻǋኣ
ᎷᬶͳӨᝫγᬩࢹԣᄉለѽ˧ܰὋᤈ
ʶࣞүࢹԣ̾ᣖͯᄉၸ᠓˻ྫྷֵ
֖నҫὋ̾ଡӣ̴͂ᄉၶาǌÿ
 þ̯Ὃᐋधݼᤈиᡓጞࣉڣǋγ
ᬖˉǋ੫Їనҫˉ֖γϣనҫˉኍᮖ
۪ǌ̬ݟᤇ̎ՋͺᇪࣂፂԦࡘ˝ˀ
ளҪڸᎬܷ͔ᄉၶาСጆࠚѬᄉ
ౝǌܷܲஜ̠ᦏ͗ଋᝎҁᐋ࡚ʽᄉ
ՋͺᇪĀ̴͂௦ளҪڸՋͺᇪᤁҮ

ᄉҮҦὋࠪᇪ͗ͺѢ˿᠇ǌÿ
 ֺᕹတڙᒰᣮௐ˶ुុὋՋͺᇪ
ੵ˿ˠᡛᣏ᧗ᄉᝇᓣǌ̾ᐋࣰ͈
Ջͺᇪ˝ΒὋ
þʿௐࡌڭݝὋឞՋ
ͺᇪᦏᑞੵݝᒬࣁᄉᝇᓣǌ̴˝ځ
͂ᄉፂᖸഴय̾͗տ˝۲ᆨὋࣲ࠱
३ٿᯟፋ͗տԢᇪܷ͔͗ǌÿ
 ᐋՋͺᇪ˖ᄉࣰ͈ᡓࣉ֖ᔭऔ
γᬖὋ௦ᄫґՓڍᬄӐᄉˏࠑՋͺ
ᇪὋՏѴڍᬄՋͺᇪКီᐎᄩु
ᄉࠓ˧Юǌ

þՋͺᇪܷᐎÿ௦ளҪڸథԽ̾ణܲՋͺᇪ͗տǋᐋտԢФࠑ̠ԟҪᄉᐐ͗ǌ
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ளҪˉࢹڸˀనҫˉᬷᐎ

 

ࢹ͗ᄉ᠉͉௦ཱᮎ͗տ

ဌ˲औґ̃ଅ˖ᫍᗯᛧᏧὈڙளҪˉࢹڸˀనҫˉᬷᐎ᧚ߥݑԢүߥ᧚ᮑݑᇩʼૈѢὋࢹ͗ᄉ᠉͉௦ཱᮎ͗տለѽὋࣲᆷγ͗տࢹڙͺ˖థ᠇ǌ

ࢹ͗ᄉᝇᓣ вڙளҪˉࢹڸˀ
నҫˉᬷտᐎՋ͗᧚ߥݑԢүߥ᧚
ᮑݑᇩʼԩҁᐯ߿ǌ ࣱత
Ὃᮑݑᇩࠕىᐋҝማ˹᫁ԢளҪ
ˉࢹڸˀనҫˉᬷᐎ੯ᛠማ˹ဌ˲
औڙᒰᣮௐՓˀ͗Ꮷᝌ᧕ࢹ͗ᄉ᠉
͉ǌ
 ̴ૈѢὙ
þͺ˝ᰳည֖ᤁͺᓡݝ
ᄉࢹ͗Ὃੇ͂ௐௐጊˏܷ᠉͉Ὑᯪ
Ў௦ੇ͂ॸᮋཱ፝ᮎ͗տᄉለѽὋ
ॆ͗տࢹڙͺڣ᭦ࠪ᫇ᮤௐὋੇ͂
ॸᮋቢѢ̼ᛪ̴͂ᛪॶܥԲʶ

  ࢹˉˀనҫˉ
ᬷ ᐎ ࠪ ̅ᑞ ܴ ବ ү
͗տԢФߔݘὋү̴
͂ ʶ ᒥ˧Ҧਕ ҁ ൔ
ਧǌ
úࢹˉˀనҫˉᬷᐎ
੯ᛠማ˹ဌ˲औ
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˓᠉͉௦ᆷγ͗տᑞጷʶ˓ᓡݝ
ᄉࢹͺဖܑὋ˝నҫᄉМՂͺѢ᠇
ǌÿ
 ளҪڸᄉፂ฿ᑞጒᕥԦࡘὋ௦ځ
˝ࢹˉˀనҫˉᬷᐎ͗տԢФ̴ࢹԣ
ҰҦڙᐋ᠇ڣҦ᧙ǌځὋࢹ͗
థᑞҦᠪү̮ߥࡂڙᄉ͗տߦߔǌ̬
ࣱὋࢹˉˀనҫˉᬷᐎᮑԦРʹ
Њᄉݑүߥ᧚ፋՏЇቧὋђᣏ̴
͂ࡂߥᄉ᠆ઝǌ
  ڙᮑ  ݑᇩ ʼὋဌ ˲औ ˶ ύ  
͗ਕ៘ᥦ̎ΧᮑݑᇩҩˠҨᄉ
̠Ὑ
þᯪЎὋੇ᜵ਕ៘ˠҨॆࡌὋਕ៘
;͂ˠҨ˿ᤇ˥ೡᄉᮑݑᇩǌФὋ
ੇ͂᜵ਕ៘ᐋࢹ͗Āˀᐋ፤
ᐎጆᄉణܷܪݝ௦ᐋඇࣱᦏ͗ኡ
൛Āᤇ̎൛ᮉᦏ௦ၿՉࠑˉፚᓡݝ
ᄉࠑ૫ᡂǌ̴̬ܸ͂ʿڙဗڣὋ
ͭੇ͂Ιே᜵Փ̴͂ᛪᇧਕ៘ǌÿ
 þኃʻཁ௦ੇॡਕ៘;͂ὋӉહ
ѢࣝᮑݑᇩԢஂࢹˉˀనҫˉᬷᐎ
ᄉ३ߥݑၶ֖ࠑ᫁ǌਕ៘;͂ʶᄯͦ
ᬣࢹˉˀనҫˉᬷᐎὋ႐ࢹڙᤁᄉܷ
ࠑऐǌÿ

  ੇॡਕ៘ࢹˉˀనҫˉᬷᐎǌᤇ௦ੇᄉߦ
ߔኃʻࣱᮖԨүߥ᧚Ὃ̴ࣱ̬͂ඇ̠ᮖԨ˿
Њǌੇၿᛱਕࢹ͗ᄉࣞү֖ஂǌᤇࡂ௦ੇʶ
ᄯᦏ௦ࢹ͗͗տᄉԓ˧ځʶǌ
úࢹˉˀనҫˉᬷᐎ͗տᕺᕹޚʽ˖ڎᫍጙᛧᏧὈ
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୕ᄍ ಸ

ଡᰳࢹᠪଡӣၶ̖Ҧ
ᄝѾНࣱѬ̚
ளҪ    ̅ڸᒯ
ࣱ˧ᫍὋҶࢹၶ̖
Ҧࣱܘڨ᫁Ὃុڙ
ஞ˿᠍ᒞᐹည˧ՐὋࢹ
ᠪඇࣱʼӣ˿ǌੇ
͂ᄉࢹᠪܘ᫁˿ὋՎௐγ
థባ ́Ҧǋγ ܾͯ ˉ
ညὋ̾Ԣ፤ࢹˉࣰ֖ǌ

 

ᰴၷ̗ҧ

ᰴᘡ
୨ὙူМᎷᦉ᫁Ԣᐋማ˹᫁ౣ။ၶ

ˆႌՉڠᄉտࢹᦏ࣎భᠽԨఝᰳᄉࢹᠪὋᏪ
ᬷ˞Ѷ᜵ҏђၶఴǌ᱒ེ֖ଁᔩ᜵Щ३ὋԵ
థఝᰳᄉၶ̖ҦὋ̾ԢఝМࣰڠѫ̙ѽǌ
ཨᏪὋᤇៀʹࠓǌ
 ࣎ڙᑸὋᰳࣧऎᄉࢹᠪܘࣲ᫁᭣۲̅ၶ̖Ҧ
ᄉଡӣὋᤇځ࠭ᒰ˿ᰳܾˉညǌڙᎾڍὋ˖ࡎտ
ࢹᄉࢹᠪϢ໔ὋҪʼᰳܾˉညὋᦾ˿˧ґᄉþӳ
ᮖᛠҮÿǌ
 ளҪ̅ڸᒯࣱ˧ᫍὋҶࢹၶ̖Ҧࣱ
ܘڨ᫁Ὃុڙஞ˿᠍ᒞᐹည˧ՐὋࢹᠪඇ
ࣱʼӣ˿ǌੇ͂ᄉࢹᠪܘ᫁˿ὋՎௐγథባ
́ҦǋγܾͯˉညὋ̾Ԣ፤ࢹˉࣰ֖ǌ
 ˝˿ϡ३ఝݝὋੇ͂३Аనːᄉૌੌǌ
 ᯪЎὋ˝ځ᠍ᒞᐹʼӣὋտࢹ᜵යఝᰳᄉڌ
߿ࢹᠪܘ᫁ǌڙ᠍ᒞᐹညϟͯௐὋտࢹᑞଋԩ
ፂऎុஞᄉࢹ߿ڌᠪܘ᫁Ὃͭ᠍ᒞᐹညᮔ
ڙᆀయЮ࠱γʿԪὋ̴͂˶ځᡔᡔʿਜ
ଋԩᤇಧᄉុஞǌੇ͂ॸᮋ࠱ၶ̖Ҧܘ᫁ଡӣҁ
ᒯ࠵ǌ˝˿ᥗБࢹᠪϢ໔Ὃੇ͂˶३᧗ளࣰᛥ
ࢹᠪᄉᦉ߿ڌѫὋ̾ԢԺԪҮᦉѫᄉܘ᫁ǌ

׃၂

థ̠̎ᝢ˝ͯᘠտࢹᄉၶ̖Ҧ̣˥ଡӣᄉቆ
ᫍὋੇԁʿ̾˝ཨǌ
 ҃ڙᤴˉὋᮻֵࢹԇᄉտࢹߥ˷ୱͺᮻֵӉ
ᜈ٧Ὃ̼ఢ̠ࢹӉᜈǌ̴͂ᄉࢹᠪܘҪ˿ᡓ
ǌ
  ڙຌ ผ ˉ Ὃ ˝ ځᤁ ၸ ˿ ᓫ ᄴ ̠ ࢹ ᄉ 
٧ὋՏၿ̠ඞᛠҮЖࣉ᪙ူ̂͗ܰӉክူ
ᄉຌผࢹ̠̬ݟඇతᒯ࠵ᠽԨЊǌ࠱ᤆ
͗థఝܲᄉᤈǌ
 ᤇ̎ᦏʿ௦ߣበᄉ˓ǌڙКڍᐋࢹ͗ᄉ
ࡂˉˀᐋᑞ۱ᝪ˖ॶࣛܿࡘधᄉþܘ᫁ˀՎ৻
ѲÿʽὋஜ̾ӡᒬіᄇࠑМՂᄉտࢹࣂፂଡ
ӣᑞǋଡᰳၶ̖ҦὋ̾ԢܘҪᘠ᧚ǌҁ˿
ࣱὋ࠱థʹՏտࢹڙѲʽԩ৻ǌ
 ڙКီܾˉညϟᰳᄉဖܑ᧖Ὃ˝థտࢹଡ
ᰳᘠ᧚֖ଡӣၶ̖Ҧࣲ᭣̂ǌͭ௦ݟ౦ੇ͂ន
ॶᤇ˥ϡὋʶ߿ᑞҨҁǌᤇಧʶὋੇ͂ࡂᑞ˝ܷ
ࠑतʶ˓ఝᎾݝᄉளҪڸǌ
ᣀᣑᒬǑᛠҮઐǒ̊НతՁὈ

ࢹ͗ᄉ᠉͉௦ཱᮎ͗տ
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 ФὋМՂॸᮋʿறὋࣲఝঋᤳ᧗ڠጷǌੇ͂३
ఝҪᬶ˖ཤཁǋҪጊᑭὋᤆ᜵ඊ̴̠ఝХґᅲব
ࣲͺݝэܫǌ
 ኃʻὋੇ͂३˝ඇʶ˓ࡎᄉளҪ̠҃ڸᤴࡂ
ˉ͗ǌੇ͂ᭉ᜵ᰳገᄉԦࡘὋ̾Ԣఝ̠̽
ᄉࢹͺὋ̾໗ᡛʶஂఝᰳገǋᑛকܷং֖ХѸˉ
ዴᇷᄉҶҮ͏ǌ
 ੇ͂ᤆ३᧗ளԦࡘͯࡎᄉࢹͺ֖ͯၶ̖Ҧᄉ
ᮖ۪ǌஊउ͗ፘ፝܌ᛩͯᘠտࢹᄉࢹᠪ֖Мሤ᧚
ߚ൛ǋଡΘᑞ۱ᝪศǋᛩү֖ݑҴǌͭ௦ὋԵ
థᬷ˞ǋࢹ͗ǋМՂ֖М͔ʶᡐ˝ͯᘠտࢹࡉʶѫ
ҦὋੇ͂ᑞᄽൣҁҩǌ
 МՂःឞ᧓Ԩణ·ܰӉஊንὋᏪ᭣ణΦࠁܰӉ
ᄉϡกǌᬷ˞ःଡӣտࢹᄉᑞ֖ࢹͺὋᏪʿ௦ʶ
։ΙᠺܰҶࢹǌࢹ͗ःᴁҮտࢹʿԵҰҦࢹͺὋ
ᤆ३ᐒᏪథညࢹڠͺǌᮎࠆःஂ̶ᄰःᄉ͈
ಪὋտࢹᑞᖌ३Ϸಧᄉࢹᠪǌ
 ఝ᧗᜵ᄉ௦ὋМ͔Ժˠ˧Ҷᝧຌผࢹԣ
ᄉࢹͺఝழΦὋࣲԣؒࠪय़ǋ࠳᧗֖ᴁҴੇ͂ᄉᭅ
үူὋ̾Ԣγ߶̠տǌ
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